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Brave
[Scooter enters wearing adventurers garb, pith helmet, Indiana Jones hat, vest,  
binoculars, or cowboy gear.]

Beth:  Scooter, why are you dressed like that?

Scooter:  I’m an adventurer, Beth! I am boldly going where no person has gone 
  before.

Beth:  Really? Where’s that?

Scooter:  [pauses] SCHOOL. 

Beth:  Scooter, you’ve been to school before.

Scooter:  Not with Otis McGrubb wanting my hide.

Beth:  Your hide? 

Scooter:  Otis and his gang have been giving me trouble, Beth, and it’s best to be   
  prepared. 

Beth:  And by gang, you mean Charlie Nickels?

Scooter:  That’s the one. Those guys told me I better watch myself at school or I 
  might get a surprise. And knowing those two, that’s not the kind of 
  surprise I’d like to have.

Beth:  Well, Scooter, you don’t have to dress like that to be brave at school.

Scooter:  I don’t?

Beth:  No, God knows about those troublemakers, and he’ll be with you.

Scooter:  How do I know? 

Beth:  Because God promises he will never leave you or forsake you. And he has 
  the power to take care of really big problems.

Scooter:  Like Otis and his gang. 
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Beth:  Sure. But you know, God cares about Otis, too, so just keep being kind.

Scooter:  Hmm. So I don’t have to dress like an adventurer to be brave, I just have to
  remember God is with me?

Beth:  That’s right. 

Scooter:  Can I ask you a question? 

Beth:  Sure, Scooter!

Scooter:  [strikes pose] Does this outfit make me look cool?

Beth:  Maybe if you were exploring ancient ruins (alternative: in a Wild West 
  duel), but I like your regular clothes better. 

Scooter:  OK, Beth, you’ve convinced me. Going to school and facing guys like Otis, 
  may be an adventure. But I can be brave because God is on my side.

Beth:  Exactly.

Scooter:  I think I better go change before school.

Beth:  Good idea.

[Both exit.]


